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The Alliance for Vulnerable Mission encourages some missionaries from the West to
engage in their ministries using local languages and resources.
………………………

Someone you will meet at
the vulnerable mission
conference to be held at All
Nations Christian College in
the UK, in December this
year: Andy McCullough was
born and grew up in Cyprus, has been involved in crosscultural church planting in Turkey, and is the author of
Global Humility: Attitudes for Mission.
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UK conference December
2019, Missionaries: aliens,
providers, or fellow
travellers? Should the
majority world be the target of
patronage from rich
missionaries?
Details on facebook.
Registration and payment
information.
Details on the All Nations
website.
(see below for call for papers).

See
this
article
by Jim
Harries, entitled ‘Christian Mission Conferences Enabling Communication across Linguistic
and Economic Divides; focusing on Africa,’ published in Currents in Theology and Mission.

Here is the abstract: “Language policies are partly responsible for today’s global economic
inequalities and unbalanced dependencies. Colonialist’s carefully considered efforts at proscribing
the spread of European languages (English) having failed, has left a severe dependency problem.
Cultural gaps disappear when one language from one context is uniformly used for intercultural
communication at conferences. Being constrained to use of European languages is like a painful
open wound that Africa has to live with, but the Christian mission enterprise should bypass.
Linguistic confusion should not deceive the missions’ community into thinking that the day of crosscultural Christian mission is past.”
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 Dr Krish Kandiah is the founding director of Home
for Good, a charity dedicated to finding a home for
every child who needs one. Krish has wide experience
in the fields of cross-cultural mission, aid and
development. He helps to catalyse a wide range of Christian
and secular agencies to work together for the best outcomes for vulnerable children around
the world. See this article. (This article does not advocate for vulnerable mission. I include it
because of its perceptiveness of some issues raised by ‘conventional mission’ practices.)



For a new review of To Africa in Love by Jim Harries, review by Eddie
Arthur, see here.



An ongoing discussion about the medical work
of a young American woman in Uganda over the
last decade, is revealing various aspects related
to ‘vulnerable mission’ in a uniquely
controversial way. For more see here: No White
Saviour (19th August 2019)
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